Click to launch

Realising your
ambition
Scaling your business

Smith & Williamson’s scale-up
programme is helping to take
thousands of ambitious
businesses to the next level.
Our collaborative approach distils issues,
opportunities and solutions, delivering a
clear roadmap for growth.
Expertise • Insight • Events • Partnerships

Finance
to scale

FOCUS:
Delivering
funding for
current and
future growth

IMPACT:
Securing funding to
accelerate growth

FOCUS:
Developing
strategies to
build and advance
the business

Professionalise
to scale

IMPACT:

Transact
to scale

Delivering
exponential
growth through
acquisition or
investment

IMPACT:
Enhancing
leadership,
operations
and processes

FOCUS:
Laying the
foundations for
sustainable
success

Scale-up programme

IMPACT:

Optimising
reward and
retention

Talent
to scale
FOCUS:
Rewarding and
keeping the
best people

Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

smithandwilliamson.com

IMPACT:
Expanding
internationally
with precision and
confidence

Markets
to scale

FOCUS:
Determining new
market opportunities
and entry strategies
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Finance to scale

Delivering funding for current and future growth

2
Assess capital requirements over
the short to medium term:
•

Review historic funding
and performance

•

Develop understanding of
future funding requirements

•

Consider risk appetite

Develop

Co-develop an
agreed action plan

Develop the funding universe and
engagement process:
•

Identify funding options (debt,
equity, crowd, alternate etc.)

•

Instigate or review robust,
high quality business plan and
financials

•

Determine timescale and
governance process

1

3

Assess

With the support of our corporate
finance advisers at Smith & Williamson,
we went through a rigorous selection
process to make sure we had the right
partner in place to help fund the next
stage in our development.
Will Curtis, MD, Biggin Hill Airport

Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

Bespoke
meetings and
focused output

Efficient, phased
delivery

Implement agreed

Support with ongoing review

funding solution:

of the financing roadmap:
•

Compliance and covenant
monitoring

•

Cashflow management
and optimisation

•

Forecasting and
forward planning

smithandwilliamson.com

Implement

4

•

Design and develop
commercial and
financial proposition

•

Market to shortlisted,
bespoke, investor universe

•

Lead detailed negotiations
to optimise terms and price

Support

Ongoing
communication
and assistance
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Professionalise to scale
Management works in the system;
leadership works on the system.
Stephen R. Covey

Laying the foundations for sustainable success
Assess efficiency and effectiveness
of existing activities:

• Review and assess organisational
‘health’ e.g. sales, financials,
board composition, leadership,
IT systems and processes

2

Develop

Co-develop an
agreed action plan

• Consider effectiveness
of management in key
operational areas

Develop a roadmap to improve
internal operations and processes:
• ‘RAG’ rate key areas of
strategic, operational and
financial risk and opportunity
• Identify business dependencies
and solutions
• Create critical path and
governance plans

• Identify opportunities for
improvement and
enhancement

1

3

Assess

Bespoke
meetings and
focused output

Implement

Efficient, phased
delivery

Implement agreed solutions:
• Deliver against
agreed priorities

Support continuous

operational enhancements:
• Regular engagement with
designated account manager
• KPI development
• Prioritise game-changing
initiatives

Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

smithandwilliamson.com

4

Support

Ongoing
communication
and assistance

• Manage and transition
structural, resource and
supply arrangements
• Realise commercial and
business benefits
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Markets to scale
Growth is never by mere chance; it is
the result of forces working together.

Determining new market opportunities and entry strategies

James Cash Penney, Founder, JCPenney
Assess the options and set the
strategy:
•

Determine market opportunity
and entry strategy

•

Conduct readiness and risk
assessments

•

Understand likely
resourcing requirements

2

Develop

Co-develop an
agreed action plan

Develop and road-test the
business plan:
•

Gain local market insight

•

Design the project plan,
including structure,
resources, finance and roles
and responsibilities

•

Debate and finalise the roadmap
with key stakeholders

1

3

Assess

Bespoke
meetings and
focused output

Implement

Efficient, phased
delivery

Implement and set up in
relevant countries:

Support with ongoing advice:

Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

•

Access to local networks
and expertise

•

Financial and tax compliance

•

Expansion and acquisition planning

smithandwilliamson.com

4

Support

Ongoing
communication
and assistance

•

Recruit or assign key
management

•

Identify and appoint
key advisers

•

Implement optimal legal
and tax structures
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Talent to scale

Rewarding and keeping the best people
Assess existing processes to
reward and retain talent:

• Review salary, bonus, equity
and benefits mix against
business ambitions

2

Develop

Co-develop an
agreed action plan

Develop exclusive or company-wide
reward strategy, which:

• Supports commercial drivers and
is backed by KPIs
• Considers how to minimise income
and capital gains tax
• Allows flexibility for new entrants

• Map business and
individual aspirations
• Understand appetite
for different types of
incentivisation

1

3

Assess

Bespoke
meetings and
focused output

Support for existing and

Reid Hoffman, co-founder LinkedIn

•

Financial education and workshops

•

Share valuations

•

Ongoing monitoring
and compliance

Scaling your business

Efficient, phased
delivery

Implement desired solutions:

No matter how brilliant your mind or
strategy, if you are playing a solo game,
you’ll always lose out to a team.

Realising your ambition

Implement

new employees:

smithandwilliamson.com

4

• Prepare documentation to
facilitate strategy

Support

• Communicate plan to all
stakeholders
• Assist with implementation

Ongoing
communication
and assistance
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Transact to scale

Developing strategies to build and advance the business

Assess opportunity for acquisitions
and alliances:
•

Review growth strategy
and plan

•

Conduct high level analysis
of market opportunity, risks,
targets etc.

•

Ascertain risk appetite

2

Develop

Co-develop an
agreed action plan

Develop acquisition strategy and pre
and post deal framework:
•

Build business plans and financial
models

•

Validate commercial rationale for
proposed transactions

•

Review cost/benefit analysis, risk
management and ROI

1

3

Assess

Smith & Williamson handled the
intricacies of the process impressively,
providing hands-on support and
advice throughout. Their experience
of working with owner-managers
on international processes and with
technology businesses was invaluable.
Ben Mendoza, Founder of MDSL

Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

Bespoke
meetings and
focused output

Implement

Efficient, phased
delivery

Implement required support

structure:

Support post implementation:
•

Complete acquisition accounting
and purchase price allocation

•

Review ongoing working capital
requirements

•

Establish employee incentives and
engagement structures

smithandwilliamson.com

4

Support

Ongoing
communication
and assistance

•

Initiate target approach and
communication

•

Prepare due diligence
analysis and reports

•

Manage transaction process
and governance
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Our scale-up programme
We are not just advisers.
We champion the cause of entrepreneurs and
growth businesses, connecting you with peers and
networks to help you develop and scale.

UK contact details
Telephone: +44 (0) 808 164 0100
Email:

scaleup@smithandwilliamson.com

Website:

smithandwilliamson.com

Twitter: 		 @SmithWilliamson
		#SWDreamBigger

Events

Insight

Our tailored networking and
educational events connect
founders and their management
teams with investors, experts
and mentors.

Technical, analytical or inspirational,
we deliver powerful business
intelligence to scale-ups and
their leaders.

LinkedIn:

Smith & Williamson

Ireland contact details
Telephone: +353 1 6142500

Partnerships

Diagnostic

Our strategic alliance
network can help you
fulfil your ambitions.

Identify your business’s strengths and
weaknesses and receive direction
and recommendations on practical
next steps.

Email:

scaleup@smithandwilliamson.com

Website:

smithandwilliamson.com/en-ie

Smith & Williamson
offices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

London
Belfast
Birmingham
Bristol
Cheltenham
Dublin (City and Sandyford)
Glasgow
Guildford
Jersey
Salisbury
Southampton

Twitter: 		 @SandWDublin
		#SWDreamBigger
LinkedIn:

Smith & Williamson Ireland

scaleupdiagnostic.com

Contact us to find out more.
Realising your ambition

Scaling your business

smithandwilliamson.com
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We have taken great care to ensure the accuracy of this publication. However, the publication is written in
general terms and you are strongly recommended to seek specific advice before taking any action based on the
information it contains. No responsibility can be taken for any loss arising from action taken or refrained from on
the basis of this publication.
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Smith & Williamson is a member of Nexia International, a worldwide
network of independent accounting and consulting firms.

